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BELIZE  HIGH  SEAS  FISHING 

PURPOSE 

As the need for the conservation and 

management of marine resources increase, 

especially in the RFMOs, the need for more and 

better quality data on how these resources are 

utilized and managed also increases. 

 

To meet these needs the Belize Administration 

has implemented a Fisheries Logbook System of 

reporting in addition to the current reporting 

system.  

 

The purpose of the Fisheries Logbook system is to 

ensure that records of the fishing and non-fishing 

activities of all Belize flagged vessels are kept on-

board each vessel at all times and are submitted 

to the Belize Administration upon request. 

 

A fishing logbook will be allocated to each vessel 

at the time of issuance or renewal of a high seas 

fishing license.  Agents and representatives are to 

ensure that this book is sent to the owners and 

operators for dispatch to the vessel.  Data 

recording are to commence immediately upon 

receipt of logbook on-board the vessel. 

 

The logbook has been allocated 365 pages for the 

number of days of the year. Vessel operators are 

to ensure that the master completes each page 

regardless if no fishing occurs.  Once all the 

pages of the logbook have been utilized it must 

be returned to IMMARBE’s office. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FISHERIES LOGBOOK SYSTEM 

IMPORTANCE 

The Fisheries Logbook System is essential to: 

 Traditional navigation and provides a record 

of events and help crew navigate; 

 Examination of the detail of a ship’s log is 

often an important part of official maritime 

enquiries. 

 

COST INVOLVED 

The cost involved for each logbook is US$100.00 

and this fee will cover the dispatch of the logbook 

to the concerned party. 

 

APPLICABILITY 

Logbooks will be allocated to all vessels targeting 

tuna and tuna-like species. Data entered in the 

logbook must be concise and accurate.  Alterations 

or corrections must be initiated by the Master and 

all original entries which have been cancelled or 

corrected must remain legible. 

 

 

ENTRY INTO FORCE 

This notice becomes effective immediately. 

Therefore, all vessels with HSFL renewals in April or 

any new vessel will be allocated a logbook at that 

time. 
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For your further guidance, the Regional 

Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMOs) 

where our vessels operate now have new 

regulations for vessel monitoring which will be 

incorporated into our upgraded features. 
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Vessel Monitoring System 

We are committed to the safeguard of marine resources by 

providing secure rights and privileges for our fishing fleet and 

dedicated to maintaining a meaningful and viable presence and 

participation in all RFMOs 

VMS FEE 

As you might appreciate, the cost of the 

upgrade to our vessel monitoring system will 

entail an increase in the fees currently being 

paid by IMMARBE to Pole Star Space 

Application Limited. As a result, IMMARBE 

cannot continue to fully absorb this expense.  

Therefore, in order to subsidize this new 

cost, a VMS fee will be introduced with effect 

from 1st April 2011.  All new and existing 

vessels will be required to pay a VMS Fee of 

US$1000.00 annually. 

 

 


